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Marilyn's Page
I think our cover says it all: This is a star-studded edition with lots of back-slapping and
high fives to go around.
Andrea Mitchell (Tim Russert used to call her "Mitch") just celebrated her 40 th anniversary
at NBC. She is the hardest working woman in television. Her presence on the screen often
spans from the Today Show through Nightly News, as well as late-breaking news.
Bob Costas was honored as the 42 nd recipient of The Ford C. Frick Award, presented annu
ally for excellence in broadcasting by the National Baseball Hall of Fame and Museum. He
has been a great supporter of and participant in Peacock North and we couldn't be happier
for him.
Our Peacock Profile features Rick Kaplan, a true icon in broadcast news. He has been an
important contributor to all three major networks plus CNN, and other endeavors. He was last with NBC as the
president of MSNBC. Kaplan has been a savvy, innovative and powerful executive in all of his broadcast roles and
we are grateful for the opportunity to get his point of view on the status of news and journalism in today's world.
And now for the good stuff ..the rest of the magazine!

Editor's Correction

In our last issue's Luncheon Photos I misidentified one of our guests*. Here is the correct name:
Left Photo: on the left in red is Rita Sultana*. Right Photo: on the left in stripes is Lois Borth.
Apologies from Your Editor, Joel Spector.

c.rrent E-ffllll Addltll8'
REMINDER
When you change your e-mail address
please remember to notify us at
peacocknorth @yahoo.com.

Support Our Troops,
Our Crews
and Our Correspondents
in Harm's Way
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This year marks Andrea Mitchell's 40th anniversary at NBC.
I cannot emphasize enough the significance of this milestone.
She is from my generation of women who started entering
our work place in numbers and changed it forever. Andrea
Mitchell was one of the faces of NBC News who also repre
sented the numbers of women behind the scenes. By the
1980's women were in all sorts of roles. We came one by
one appearing in all walks of broadcast life, but the women
who put a visual stamp on our progress were the on-camera
journalists and sportscasters and Andrea Mitchell was in the
forefront. She helped mark our success with the expansion of
her role on-air. She has covered absolutely everything in
news as well as being a panelist and substitute host on Meet
The Press. She has crisscrossed this country following presi
dents, congressional races, debates, conventions, the Clintons and so many of the poignant issues and topics which
fom1ed our history in the 20th and now 21st century. As a longtime analyst of the intelligence community, Mitch
ell's past assignn1ents for NBC News have included exclusive reports from North Korea, Afghanistan, the Middle
East, and Bosnia.
Forty years qualifies a cycle in history. She has helped create the building blocks of a role model, something essen
tial to the growth and improvement for those following in her footsteps. She helped "normalize" women in news
broadcasting by creating a blueprint for others to follow. Andrea Mitchell has been known as the hardest-working
woman in television, graciously sharing her institutional knowledge with those around her. No drama, no self
aggrandizement or ego issues with Andrea; she is all about the work. That is truly a part of her claim to fame. She
can tirelessly appear on shows from early morning (The Today Show) through the late evening (The 11th Hour
With Brian Williams) with Morning Joe, her own Andrea Mitchell Reports and Nightly News with Lester Holt in
between. She is dogged in her pursuit of the truth. Her group of mostly women that covered the 2016 presidential
campaign was a real mark of her leadership and mentorship.
Hats off to you Andrea: Happy 40th. May we be lucky enough to have you continue for another 40!
-By Marilyn Altman
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Rick Kaplan
Interviewed by Antoinette Machiaverna and Marilyn Altman

.,IIIE�-- Rick Kaplan'sjournalism career has spanned a hal a
f

century earning him a myriad ofawards including 47
Emmys and countless others. We caught up with him
at his townhome in NJ to get his unique historical per
spective on today's challenges in journalism and news
coverage.

How did you get into the television business? I start
ed in '69. I was a speechwriter for Gene McCarthy in
'68. And then I started in Chicago in '69.
A lot has changed in 50 years. How do you like the
direction that technology has taken news cover
age? You know, it's really a problem. In the old days,
you would send a correspondent somewhere, and they
would shoot their story and ship the film to New York
to be processed. In the amount of time it took for the
film to get from the airport in Saigon or wherever you
were shipping from to New York to get processed, you had time to research your story, learn about the country you
had just dropped into, and deliver a learned script. Now, you get off an airplane, somebody hands you a mic, and
you're live on the network. I look at some of these reporters, and I go, "This reporter needs to know more about
where they are. They've just gotten here and they have whatever the researcher gave them, and they've had no time
to immerse in the story." And that's sad.
In the current climate of the factual versus the fictional, news people are walking a tightrope and cannot
make a mistake or misspeak without consequence. Ther e are wonderful journalists wor king at all the net
works. But they've put themselves in a position where they didn't come to terms with the reality of the politicians
who were running for office. There was overconfidence and non-awareness as to what the mood of the public really
was so they weren't ready for what happened to them. And they've gotten swallowed up by it. They got off to a
rough start and are still trying to figure this administration out.
It's unlike any previous one I had to deal with.
So how has the impact of Twitter and all social media made a journalist's job tougher? It's not only made
their job tougher, it's made their acceptance more difficult. I'm on Twitter. But I do not tweet. I'm on Instagram, but
I don't post. I actually took myself off Facebook because I don't like their security policy. I don't get any of my news
from social media. I have places I go to for news. I go to NPR CBS News, and NBC News. The Guardian has a
wonderful site. You can get credible news that's curated by professional journalists, which I appreciate. What exists
outside of that is anarchy. This president likes to legislate and rule with his tweets. I just think the accountability has
suffered because the administration took advantage of the way Trump was underestimated and had been able to sell
their alternative reality and their own facts. The value of truth has been degraded over the past three years.
Is covering the Trump White House a golden opportunity for journalists? Or is it a minefield? Well, they've
really messed it up. Early on, nobody thought he had a chance. But he was the one who gave them the most interest
ing coverage. Some cable news covered everything he did like it was a special report. So he got a billion dollars
worth of free TV, to the dismay, I think, of the other Republican candidates. And the news media seemed to dis
count Trump, and in its blindness, their pollsters and the rest, failed to recognize that Trump was, in fact, tapping
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into a vein of frustration and anger amongst a sizable percentage of the electorate. He spoke unlike any other candi
date, ever. And I would say thank God to that. He said incredibly rude and horrible things. He had nicknames for his
opponents said outrageous things. He told blatant lies. And then there was the bus tape. Can you ever imagine a
candidate saying those kinds of things and getting elected? Hillary can point at Corney and say, "That's why I didn't
get elected." And she can point at the news media for jumping on her about her e-mail server and all that. But the
fact of the matter is she caused the e-mail controversy because she did something stupid and frankly, that she
shouldn't have. Those people were so well organized, she had to know what she wa doing was not kosher. And it's
not that she was committing e pionage. But it's just not the rules. When Corney said, "We're reopening it," it re
minded people of all the things Hillary did to get herself in the mess that she was in. And she was the one who de
cided not to campaign in Wisconsin, not to campaign in Michigan, took them for granted. She lost those two states.
Had she not lost those two states, I don't know. I mean she allowed Trump to game the electoral system
Have you ever met Trump? Oh yeah. I worked with him at NBC. He was doing The Apprentice. I was president of
MSNBC. I would see him all the time. And he thought somehow I was his buddy. That's just the way he is. It was
the first season and he said, "You' e got to come to my finale. So I came to his finale. When it was over, Trump
said, "Rick, what did you think? Was thi the greatest program ever in history?" And I'm thinking, "Greatest pro
gram ever in history?" I said, "It certainly was entertaining, Donald."
We're more than a year and a half into this Presidency. Where do journalists go from here? This is an inter
esting period. This is a bubble period because everything's going good for him in certain areas. I actually think he's
done some credible things, maybe even will have some success in Korea. As opposed to standing on the side, say
ing, "I do not deign to sit with the orth Koreans until they do these 27 things." He said, "No, I'm going to sit down
and talk to him right away," which may tum out to be the right thing to have done. And he's the first American pres
ident to see that. That's a plus. What's bad is he said, "I don't need to prep for it." And the reality is you really need
to ask Kim Jung-Un, "How many missiles do you have? How many warheads? How many this, how many that?"
There are facts that you have to get before you do anything. And he may have declared victory a tad early.
There are journalists who have gone too far, and news divisions that have gone too far and it's affected their cover
age and their language. Our public discourse is far too rough and angry and this is now very difficult to dial back.
The news media has to regain the public's trust if they want to be effective in covering this president. Virtually eve
ry day there's something that he says that's not defensible and not accurate. And the news media is struggling to play
catch-up.
But pointing out these mis
truth or alternative facts day
after day, i that really the way
to go? ome a it's only deep
ened the animosity toward the
press. That' s because they
started late. Trump was doing
this all along. That's the way
Trump campaigned. He said
things that were not true. You
know, I mean my God, he got
into the public eye because of the
birther claims. So his whole rea
son for being has really been
based on things that are not true.
And the news media hasn't start
ed to call him on it regularly until
now. And now, when they call
him on it, they're kind of rude
about it.
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How should journalists do their job, when their job is to give the
facts and they feel obligated to dwell on them? I don't think you
talce his tweets and make them your regular new story of the day.
First of all, do you know that he tweeted it? Or did an aide tweet it?
So you want some credibility about who's actually tweeting. What if
he really says something dramatic in a tweet like, "We're going to go
to war with North Korea?" The media needs to get him on camera
and on the record no matter how frustrating. From journalists there
has to be respect for the office no matter who sits in it.
A Harvard-Harris poll that came out recently and stated 50% of
the American people think Trump is getting a raw deal from the
press. And maybe they are not all wrong. I think that currently,
some members of the press come out and think he's fair game, you
know, that he's done this and he deserves this, or whatever. I think
that cable news, because it seems to require a food fight in every show, has really hurt. There are some brilliant,
wonderful analysts and reporters at all the cable networks. They're great. But mixed in with them are just a bunch
of partisans. And it makes it very difficult to follow an issue. It raises the noise level and the heat and it just plays
into "fake news". The country believes, because we've let them get away believing it, that we're not honest or decent
or serious journalists. It's the noise of all those debates that go on incessantly on cable T.V. where you think they
are all journalists. Well, they're not all journalists. You know, there's a journalist or two on every panel, and the oth
ers are opinion people. And they're not bound by the san1e rules we are.
Do you think his manipulation of the media may be to turn attention away from the facts coming out of the
Russia investigation? The Russia investigation's interesting to me for a couple reasons. One, I don't think collusion
is ever going to be a reason that you can impeach and remove him from office. There does not seem to be sufficient
high crimes and misdemeanors. The fact of the matter is, if you're at a television network, you're a producer at a tel
evision network, and somebody comes in and says, "I've got a story that will destroy this candidate and be the best
election story of the year, a scandal", you're going to sit and listen to them and then it's up to you what you do with
it. So why is it so criminal if someone offers, whether it's the Russians or the North Koreans or the Iranians, "We
have stuff on Hillary that you won't believe". What's important is not that you listened to the dirt; it's what you did
with it, right? I'd listen to it. What do they know? And if what they know is ridiculous fine. And if what they know
is interesting or useful, and has been gotten in a legal way, then fair game. You know what was said during Wa
tergate? It's not the crime but the cover-up that gets you in trouble. So when you're questioned by the F.B.I., or the
Special Counsel and you lie, now that's a felony. Now, all of a sudden, you're being asked about something that is
not a crime but if you lie to federal authorities you've crossed the line and could be charged with a felony. Now that
is a high crime and misdemeanor.
How does Trump continue to skew the headlines and news
coverage every single day? Well, he's brilliant, isn't he? We
all know he understands public perception and he understands
publicity, and he understands ratings. He's just out-thunk the
news divisions in all this. So the news divisions have to re
group and have to say going forward, how do we get our mojo
back? How do we fact check and hold people accountable and
-=,...., • maybe elevate the dialogue and debate at the same time. Let's
talk about how we want to cover this 'president by tweet."
Let's fine-tune what we are doing. You have to remember what
separated you from people who weren't professional journalists
and what you brought to the table in terms of honesty and in
tegrity and solid reporting.
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Has "objectivity" been redefined by this President? Objectivity is
objecti ity. He's got his alternate version of objectivity, which is,
"Objecti ity is anything that is good for me." But objectivity hasn't
changed. Are you going to look at something fairly? Are you going to
see both sides? Are you going to double source things that have to be
sourced? When we would have a difficult story to do, whether it was
about Nixon or Johnson or Reagan or Carter or Clinton, we need to go
back to the kinds of disciplines that we had to adhere to because we
were serious journalists. We need to go back to the standards that we
followed when Tom Brokaw wa in that anchor chair, or Cronkite or
Peter Jennings.
Some have called Fox News a propaganda tool of Trump? There are
some wonderful journalists at Fox ews. There really are. Bret Baier is
a great journalist. Brit Hume is a terrific journalist.
ls Sean Hannity a journalist? o. I don't think he calls himself a journalist, either. A good deal of what goes on at
Fox is that morning show, Fox and Friends that Trump loves to go on. I don't think, between the three of them,
there's enough IQ to interview anyone properly. But I don't want to condemn the network. There are some really
strong players. But it would trouble me ifl were one of those people at Fox because I always like to be proud of my
colleagues. I think the Fox network is a dichotomy of greatness and something to be embarrassed about. I think
they are far too partisan as an institution in their coverage of this administration and, just as importantly, they are
extraordinarily single minded and too often stretch the truth when covering many of the major social stories of the
day. ome of their hosts more than take sides.
How dangerous is that? It's very dangerous. But you have people on the other side who do the same for progres
sives. We've come back to the way it used to be. People forget. Newspapers around the tum of the 20th century and
prior were very partisan and very rude and very credible. And some presidential campaigns were so in the mud that
they're lucky that there wasn't television and radio and the Internet around to make a permanent recording of it.
Then about the '30s, all of a sudden, journalism became nonpartisan. And journalism became holy. Now, some net
works are falling back to where it was at the tum of the last century. But maybe the screw will tum and will go
back. That's my point. I want to go back to the point where it mattered, where words matter, where facts matter, and
dedication to that matters. And across the board, we're a long way from that right now but there are many great jour
nalists who are trying hard to get there but they've got an uphill fight.
Back in the '90s, you were personally criticized by the conservative media of that era for your relationship
with Bill Clinton and the Clinton administration
and your friendship with him-- at the same time
when you were at ABC News and then,
CNN. How does that compare to Trump's rela
tionship with Fox today and Hannity?
Let me tell you the truth about that. I met him when
he was attorney general of Arkansas. We had a mu
tual friend and she said to me, "You know, he's
married to a girl from the neighborhood. Hillary is
from Park Ridge. And I'm from Rogers Park. So I
met them and we became fast friends. They were
very sociable. And we talked and I had great affec
tion for them. And lo and behold, he's running for
president and becomes president. But the fact of
the matter was I did 21 one-hour specials about
Whitewater and all the noise around the Clintons
then 20 of them looked at the real possibility of
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impeachment and they were very critical ofthe White House.
One ofthem wasn't. It was a profile ofKen Starr's office. And
ifyou looked at what I did, there was nothing that you could
have pointed out and say, "Oh, see, they erred on the side of
helping Clinton." Ifanything, and I credit the Clintons for this,
they never, ever brought this up when I would see them. They
separated our work relationship from our personal one. Rick
the journalist was another relationship. And they never asked
me to do anything. I am pretty sure they knew I would never
cross the line. Today on Fox, it's blatant. It's absolutely obvi
ous. I mean Sean Hannity is unbelievable. I think he's doing
enormous damage to that network in the long run. The econo
my's going good and a11 this. But a lot ofthings are going to
stai1 corning home to roost. And when those numbers and those things start to tum, and we evolve beyond Donald
Trump as president, the networks have to be ready to pick up the ball.
How should they do this? They're going to have to go back to being real news networks and covering all the other
stories that are out there, too. When you don't have a White House that's going out ofits way to make outrageous
news, then you have to go back to being a news network. And what are you going to do? But networks are missing
a bet right now. Because what do networks have? Your three major broadcast networks and certainly a couple ofthe
cables have depth. They can go into an issue and really help you understand it much better. They can do a deep dive.
And a lot ofthese other places cannot. They're only headline people. And ifwhat we offered in the evening news
time slot, as opposed to a potpourri ofthings, which, ifthey keep doing that kind ofan evening news, then it will go
away because it's not useful to viewers. You watch a halfhour ofa cable news show, you know everything that they
have to offer you and that they're going to offer you, because then they just kind ofrepeat it and repeat it. It was
very frustrating to be head ofsome ofthe cable networks that I ran. You know how many people listen to All Things
Considered? 22 million. You know how many people watch the network morning shows combined?
13 million on a good day.
In a halfhour, you can drill down into three subjects that
matter to people and use the power and strength ofthe
networks to their fu11est, and just get over this. Anybody
can do a series ofheadlines. I just think we have to do
better than that. We are better than that. Lester Holt is a
fine journalist and better than that. All the evening news
anchors, all the morning news anchors are better than
that. I mean, Savannah is fabulous, and so is Hoda. And
Stephanopoulos and Robin, and the three at CBS are
spectacular, I just think diving deeply into stories is
sometrung that networks do, and that people need. Do
you watch The Daily Show? Or the opening ofColbert or
how about John Oliver? Now, they only have to do one a
week. But they also don't have a news network. They just
have a unit. But ifyou have a news network and you only
have to do one evening news a day, right? You could do three deep dives in that show. And just tell it like it is. Why
don't you do what John Oliver and Trevor Noah do? And even Stephen Colbert, because rus opening monologue is
sometimes a deep dive into what's gone on. And we do it in a very straight way. There's enough substance there that
it becomes extraordinarily entertaining. And you learn something from it. Why don't the networks try a version of
that? Why is their only answer to do basically the same show that's been on for decades?
You've worked with some of the highest profile and respected women in the news business like our friends
Katie Courie, Diane Sawyer, Christiane Amanpour among them. Has the "Me Too" movement helped or
hurt the hiring and advancement of women in the industry?
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It's about time women had a platform to be heard. I'll tell you, my mother taught me to "just hire the best person for
every job and the numbers of women who get hired will take care of themselves." And to me what the "Me Too"
movement will do is it will give strength to those people who have been unfairly treated in tenns of harassment and
other things. And maybe some imposters but that's another conversation.
One of the greatest parts about being a piece of this profession is the camaraderie that exists. And I just hope that the
"Me Too" movement doesn't affect that adversely. I don't want to be misunderstood about this at all. But, you
know, there's a difference between hugging someone and hugging someone. And women know the difference.
You know what you shouldn't do. The problem is men have gone so far over the line that right now nothing is good.
We have a very emotional business, and we have a business where you lay it on the line e ery single day. Some
risk their lives every single day and you do it as a team. We rely on each other. It' like band of brothers, except it's
really a band of sisters and brothers.
You lecture and you teach. What is your advice to young journalists about their craft and doing it well? You
have to always keep in mind who you're doing it for, which are the viewers. Every time I do a show, I try to put my
self, as best I can, in a viewer's shoes and say "Is this what they need? An1 I telling them what they need to know,
what they want to know, even if they don't know they need to know it?" It's like at of the beginning of Superman.
"Truth, Justice and the An1erican way.' You have to pay homage. You really have to seriously follow traditional
journalistic rules about fairness and kindness and empathy. I would tell producers and anchors to be thankful. Be
thankful that you're in the United tates which is the only country with a First An1endment. Be thankful that you
ha e this public to play to, di erse, full of immigrants, thank God, or I wouldn't be here, a diverse audience that al
lows you to right wrongs and inform people about things they need to know. And take it seriously. No matter how
small the story is, take it seriously. And I tell them "go find a mentor!" We all need one.
What it was like working with Aaron Sorkin on The Newsroom? Oh, that was great fun. I really learned a lot. I
was a technical advisor. I would write some script, but truth of it is Aaron wrote the script. But he would say, "Well,
give me some dialogue here. I ended up thinking in Sorkin speak. So the thing I'm proudest of, there wa the final
episode of the second season, which had, you know, Genoa in it, which was based on Tailwind, my darke t moment
at CNN. {Nole: In 1998, CNN reported that Sarin nerve gas was used by the US during an incursion into Lao dur
ing the Vietnam War. After Pentagon and internal C N/Time investigations, the report was retracted, producers
were.fired and many lawsuits.filed and set/led).
That's where you have to fall on your sword if you're the boss, even if you're not at fault. There's a great scene be
tween Jane Fonda, who played the owner of the network and am Waterston was the president of the news division.
And Sam Waterston is saying to her, "You have to fire me." I wrote like two pages single-spaced. And Aaron took
some of it. I know Jane Fonda from my years at CNN, Jane came up, gave me a big hug. She said, "Did you write
that scene?" And I said, "a little." She said, "I knew it." I said, "You know, I would love to take complete credit for
it. But actually this is what your husband said to me
when I tried to get him to fire me after Tailwind."
I actually just stole Ted's lecture to me and appro
priated it for his former wife.
What moment in your life are you most proud of
professionally? I've had so many wonderful experi
ences. Which of your children do you love the
most? The Los Angeles Olympics was a very proud
moment. ightline in South Africa was a proud mo
ment. ightline in the Holy Land was a proud mo
ment. A lot of the primetime shows. I've been
blessed. I've really been blessed.
Rick Kaplan is presently involved with a television
series, a documentary, and two Internet projects.
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Bob Costas Wins Baseball Hall of Fame's Frick Award
Bob Costas is synonymous with sportscasting. Over his 40-year career, he has
broadcast football, basketball, tennis, the Olympics and countless other contests.
However, his love of baseball is undeniable, and on July 28th, he was inducted
into the Baseball Hall of Fame broadcasters' wing. "It was beyond my wildest
hopes and fanciful thoughts that one day this sort of recognition would come my
way," said Costas, the 2018 Ford C. Frick Award winner. "l hope you can under
stand my genuine appreciation for what this award represents and how meaningful
and humbling it is for me to have my name linked with those who ha e preceded
me in the broadcasters' wing of the Hall of Fame." Costas was joined on the dais
Saturday by Sheldon Ocker, a longtime Ohio sportswriter who won the J.G. Tay
lor Spink award. Alan Trammell, Vladimir Guerrero, Chipper Jones and Jack
Morris entered as players on Sunday.
"This past December, on the day my selection was announced, among the fir t to
call me was Yin cully," Costas said. "He told me: 'Bob, I couldn't be happier for
you. Welcome to the club.' Let's see, a club where there's no initiation fee, no annual dues and Yin Scully as a prominent
member, yeah, I'm good with that." ln his speech, he referenced legendary broadcasters Al Michaels and Dick Enberg. He
campaigned for the Hall of Fame candidacy of longtime partner Jim Kaat, who had 280 wins as a pitcher.
Costas was appreciative in his closing remarks. 'I've had a very fortunate career filled with vivid experiences - the Olympics,
the NBA, HBO, you name it," he said. "I've enjoyed and appreciated them all. But for me, baseball has always come first. And
so ... this day and this honor will always come first, too. Thank you all very much."
- Excerpted from a portion of an article by eth Everett, July 31, 2018 © Forbes.com
Friends and Colleagues Congratulate Bob
Congratulations to Bob for receiving this very special award! Induction weekend in Cooperstown was always one of Dick's
favorite times of the year - a chance to reminisce, laugh and stand in awe of so many talented and wonderful athletes and
friends.
Barbara Enberg
The ceremonies in Cooperstown were extra special this year as Bob Costas was enshrined, joining sever
al other former NBC'ers in the Baseball Hall of Fame. When he started at BC, I was fortunate to be
regularly teamed with Bob on both baseball and football, though he was singular amongst the 21 men and
women I've been blessed to work with who, whether for their athletic prowess or broadcasting skills,
have been enshrined in their respective halls of fame. Bob was uniquely the only one who, if he was late
to rehearsal, would offer up the excuse that the only reason he was delayed was that he just had to stay at
the hotel to see the end of a terrific "3 Stooges" episode on TV.
A a broadca ter it, a ah ays fun to work, ith Bob. Hi "everyman" on-air persona, that all can relate
to, i ju t a real and friendly off the air. He distinguished hLmself with an encyclopedic knowledge, ask
ing just the right questions of athletes, coaches, owners, and commissioners, while delivering a terrific
play-by-play, and working smoothly with his partners. Bob also extolled the great production and tech
nical teams of BC Sports. He described the teamwork involved in the broadcast of Kirk Gibson's dra
matic home run in the 1988 World Series, specifically mentioning Harry Coyle (who as the dean of base
ball directors deserves HOF enshrinement), Michael Weisman, John Filippelli, and David Neal - the latter 3 who were in at
tendance. In addition to Bob's family and ome personal friends, I was delighted to be there along with other former and stil I
working NBC'ers Bruce Comblatt, Ricky Diamond, David Kahn, and Steve Hom. It was a wonderful mini-reunion with lots
of stories of NBC days as we all celebrated with Bob his well-deserved honor.
Andy Rosenberg
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It was one of the greatest thrills of my professional career to have witnessed the in
duction of Bob Costas into the Ford Frick wing of the Baseball Hall of Fame. Bob is
beyond worthy, and that is saying a great deal. Literally everywhere you turn in the
Hall there is nothing but pure excellence, so it was only fitting that Bob's speech be
brilliant. And it was: equal measures hilarious, poignant honest, respectful, and hum
ble. On numerous occasions, his words underscored his genuine affection and grati
tude to many fonner NBC colleagues. Broadcasting giants like Yin Scully Joe Garag
iola, Joe Morgan, Bob Uecker, Mike Weisman, and Harry Coyle. The e ent served as
an NBC Game of the Week reunion of sorts, with so many distinguished alumni in
attendance. It filled me with incredible pride, as I recalled some of the best memories
of my life. It was a day Twill always remember: honoring a talent whose friendship I
will always cherish, with friends I will never forget.
John Filippelli

We are a baseball family. For as long as either of us can remember, the Cardinals have played on the televisions and radios of
our household, the voices of Jack Buck and Mike Shannon the constant soundtrack of
ummer pool parties and trips to the ice cream shop. The crack of the bat on a humid
t Louis evening is one of the most satisfying and familiar sounds we know. For that
rea on, it was a special kind of honor to see our father accept the Ford C. Frick award at
the National Baseball Hall of Fame last month. Naturally, we'd traveled to Cooperstown
before. We'd toured the hall and stared with awe, as kids, at the plaques of Stan Musial
and Ozzie Smith. We'd hit fastballs in the batting cages next to Doubleday Field. We'd
watched the acceptance speeches in reverential silence. Surrounded by baseball, our dad
was at his happiest. When he was awarded this honor, it was clear that something spe
cial had happened.
If you listen to the speech he gave on that day, you'll hear our dad speak about his own
father. Charismatic and charming, our grandfather was also a relentless gambler, and as
our dad recounted on the stage, it was often the case that the mortgage was riding on the
outcome of a baseball game. Dad listened intently for the result, hearing the score at
times through the heavy static of an old car radio, and reported dutifully, if nervously, to
his own father. Somehow, remarkably, that experience caused him to lean into baseball
rather than away from it, and he learned on those occasions the many complex factors that go into the final score of nine in
nings. In our case, so many years later, the sport was given to us as a pure and uncomplicated pleasure. To capture how grate
ful we are for the experiences we've had as spectators and lifelong fans of the game is difficult; to express how proud we are
of our dad for narrating so much of that experience is near impossible.
Taylor and Keith Costas
I'm 99% sure I did Bob Costas' first game at NBC... if it wasn't his first it was his second.
We were scheduled to do the backup game in Cincinnati so I called Bob on a Wednesday or
Thursday and we talked for a couple of minutes. Bob said he wouldn't arrive in Cincinnati
until Saturday morning... announcers were usually in place on Friday for a Saturday game.
Again, we talked for a couple more minutes and I said I'll see you Saturday at the ballpark...
Bob, said he'd be in the Reds clubhouse or on the field at 10 o'clock. Saturday morning and
I'm on the field looking for this guy I'd never met, had no idea what he looked like. My
plan was to introduce myself to every guy wearing a blue blazer in hopes [ find him. Okay,
it's 9:45 no blue blazers, 9:55 nothing, 10:05 still no blue blazer in either clubhouse or on
the field... I starting to get worried as I paced from clubhouse to clubhouse... the only person
on the field other than players and guys working was some kid sitting in the Reds dugout...
he was wearing a blue blazer, but he wasn't an adult, he was just a kid... 1 said to myself, no
way that's him. I stood with my back to the dugout looking over my shoulder at him, all the
time saying no f....ing way that's the guy. Finally, I walked over, extended my hand and
said, "Good morning Bob, how are you?" And the rest is history. Bob Costas is simply the
best.
Ken Edmundson
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Marian Porges is new Senior VP of News Standards & Practices
NBC Newsers gathered in late June at Rockefeller Center's Brasserie Ruhlman to toast
the retirement of David McCormick, NBC News' first Standards chief.
McCormick was named NBC News' first head of Standards and Practices 25 years ago,
following the Dateline NBC debacle involving a rigged test of GM trucks. In addition to
giving final approval of all investigative reports on any NBC News program, he was the
Ombudsman for NBC News.
In his toast Dateline Executive Producer David Corvo said "McCormick rewrote the
standards for journalists."
Marian Porges was named as David McCormick's successor. She said that McCormick
"was the guy who kept the news division from doing something we might regret. He was the guy who was highly
respected. And he was the guy who, I now know, had a really hard job. And boy did he do it well." She ought to
know; she is now the Senior Vice President leading that group. But Marian Porges does not only follow in the foot
steps of David McCormick, she follows in the iconic footsteps of Walter Porges, her father, who was VP of Stand
ards and Practices at ABC. He was extremely beloved and respected at ABC and Marian has made that same mark
here at the Peacock.
After graduating from Tufts in 1982 she went to work for ABC where she had interned during all her college sum
mers. She quickly worked her way to Production Assistant and then Coordinating Producer at ABC Weekend News
and also worked for the Special Events unit. Marian had been there for 12 years when she was lured to NBC in
1995.
Porges has now been with NBC for more than 23 years and has worn a few hats in that time. She has been a long
time producer in the NBC News Specials unit, promoted to Senior Producer in 2005. In 2008 she was tapped to run
the New York Film Academy Broadcast Journalism program, which was a part ofNBC's education initiative. Mari
an served as chairperson of the department with responsibility for overseeing the one-year curriculum, teaching the
core journalism course, and coordinating the involvement ofNBC News personnel. When NBC's participation in
that program ended in 2010 she joined NBC News' Standards and Practices under David McCormick's tutelage.
He could not have left this department in more capable hands.
On a personal note, Marian is
known and highly respected by
all. She is a smart, thoughtful
thinker, thorough and detail
oriented in her work as well as
kind in her dealings with people.
She is absolutely dogged in her
work ethic. In short, she is one
of the quiet rock stars ofNBC
News who helps keep a level of
integrity alive and well, some
thing crucial to the NBC News
brand. Peacock North wishes her
much success in her new shoes.
You go girl!
-By Marilyn Altman for Peacock North.
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Martin Fletcher's Latest Book
"RIVETING ..• PICKS UP WHERE EXODUS LEFT OFF.•
-TOM BROKAW

PROMISED

LAND
A NOVEL OF ISRAEL

MARTIN
FLETCHER

We like to keep tabs on our pal, Martin. Promised Land is his fourth book.
Here is a review...

Two brothers are separated by war when 14-yeat-old Peter is sent to America to escape the growing Nazi threat, and
his younger sibling Arie stays behind in Germany and is sent to Auschwitz with
their family. Only Arie survives. Then, in 1950 in Tel Aviv, both young men
meet and fall in love with Tamara, a Jewish refugee from Cairo, Egypt. Peter,
now working for Israel's intelligence agency, the Mossad, goes on a covert mis
sion and Arie gets the girl. Over the next two decades as the young Jewish state
faces increasing challenges, the brothers take different paths. Peter heads some
oflsrael's top espionage operations, while Arie becomes one of the country's
wealthiest men. Award-winning journalist and novelist Fletcher (The War Re
porter) crafts a compelling historical novel that is sexy suspenseful, and suc
cessfully mixes humor and high drama. Although the cast of characters is large,
their names serve as chapter titles to help readers follow each twist and tum of
this epic story. A lovely surprise at the end makes the whole book worthwhile,
as if it wasn't already fascinating enough.
VERDICT: Engrossing for historical fiction fans, especially those drawn to the
dramatic events of the mid-20th century.
-© Joel Shoemaker, Director, Illinois Prairie District Public Library.
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Aaron Fears Celebration

More than fifty friends and relatives gathered together at Elke and Aaron Fears' brownstone in Manhattan to celebrate his life.
Here is a selection of photos from that event. It was an afternoon both joyful and very moving. - Joel Spector

This page:
Photos from the event.
Opposite page: a few of
the hundreds of photos
displayed throughout the
apartment.
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nley. The child is their great-niece Afton.

Below left, with ballerina Alexandra Danilova on the set of
"The Turning Point"
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Richard Valeriani
Richard Valeriani, who spent more than three decades as an on-air correspond
ent for NBC Nightly News died on June 18th at his home in New York City, a
publicist announced. He was 85.
Valeriani served as NBC's senior White House correspondent under Presidents
Lyndon B. Johnson and Richard Nixon, where he made the latter's "enemies
list." He then became the network's man at the State Department, during which
time he covered Henry Kissinger, traveling more than 500,000 miles with the
secretary of state. Valeriani wrote about that time in his life in his 1979 book,
Travels With Henry.
He began his career in the late 1950s at the Associated Press, which sent him to
Cuba to live and report on the Bay of Pigs invasion. While there, he was hired
by NBC and was the last American journalist ousted from the island nation.
Valeriani also covered the civil rights movement for NBC and co-anchored the
Today show from the network's Washington bureau. And he appeared as a CNN
correspondent in Tony Scott's 1995 drama Crimson Tide, setting up the film's
plot.
In 1996, Valeriani began a new career as a media trainer, working with such high-profile clients as Kathryn Bige
low, Sumner Redstone, Jimmy Fallon, Ted Danson and Phyllis George; executives from the Ford Motor Co., IBM
and Merck; and senior officials in the U.S. and foreign governments. "I like to describe [the job] as teaching people
how to defend themselves against people like me," he said in a 1994 interview with The New York Times.
A native of Camden, New Jersey, Valeriani attended Yale University on a full scholarship and served as sports edi
tor of the Yale Daily News. He was awarded two scholarships after school, one at the University of Pavia in Italy
and another at the University of Barcelona.
Survivors include his wife of 38 years, Kathie, a former senior VP at Rogers & Cowan -Phil Donahue and Mario
Thomas were the official witnesses at their wedding - daughter Kimberly and grandchildren Wyatt and Devon.
Donations can be made to The Seeing Eye, The Guide Dog Foundation or Guiding Eyes for the Blind.
-By Mike Barnes, June 18th, 2018 © The Hollywood Reporter
Condolences may be sent to the family at
320 Central Park West, Apt. 17B
New York, NY 10025
Colleagues remember him...
Dick was a great guy. Got to know him when I worked for Nightly News in Washington. Played a good game of tennis as
well. My condolences to his family.
Steve Cohen
Actually, the only time Dick wasn't the nicest guy in the world was on the tennis court. Played well and trash-talked even bet
ter. Dick was very good at his job. I remember one example, when I was a relatively new field producer, at a summit in the
Azores. The President left quickly, without briefing the news media, trying to disguise the fact he'd essentially agreed to de
value the dollar. Neither the then chief White House correspondent nor I understood what was going on -- too much about
economics. Dick did understand, and quickly and graciously wrote the script for the other guy to record and ship before we
ran for the plane. Gillian and I send condolences to the family.
Paul Friedman
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I was just speaking of Valeriani the other day. 1 was in the first ever class of Howard University's brand new School of Com
munications. And in 1971, I was the first intern NBC Washington had from the school. My 2nd or 3rd day at the newsroom,
the news desk (Herb Brubaker, if memory serves) sent me out with Richard and the crew to the White House briefing room. I
sat there surrounded by all the network correspondents and camera crews, reporters from The Washington Post, NY Times,
Reuters, AP, etc. (there were no cable channels in those days). I was slightly (no, GREATLY!) overwhelmed. But guess what?
Richard kept me grounded and involved. I have no real memory of what was said in the briefing that day but I was in every
network's cutaway shot that evening. HA! Not many (any ever?) brown faces in there before, I guess. But Richard looked af
ter me and made me even more of a believer.
RIP, RV. Condolences to the family.
Judy Kerr
Richard was a great guy, and my inspiration. When I was the NBC cameraman in South Africa, Richard came with Henry Kis
singer to meet Rhodesia's Ian Smith. This was a big deal for the Africa crew, our first ever satellite feed. Richard came off the
plane in his tennis whites swinging his racket. The next morning for the live Today feed, Bryant Gumbel's first question for
Richard was, "So what are Kissinger's chances of success in the talks?" The control room intervened: "Wrap it up." Richard's
response: "I'd say about fifty-fifty Bryant." I thought, I could do that. And the rest is (modest) history.
Martin Fletcher
So sorry to learn about Richard's passing. Golden era consummate pro. Always learned something from his pieces. RIP.
Joe Friedman
He was a great guy, brilliant foreign policy expert and amazing cook! I will miss him!
Elizabeth Vaughn
I hope people remember Richard was a real warrior during the civil rights movement in the 60's. 1 still remember pictures of
him in an Alabama hospital with his head covered in bandages
Bill Freeda
As fellow denizens of Manhattan's Upper West Side, Dick and I sometimes shared a taxi from 30 Rock when I was working
on ightly. On those occasions, we enjoyed sparring about everything from Reagan's foreign policy to our favorite restaurants
in the neighborhood. One such conversation stands out. Heading up Amsterdan1 Avenue, we were quite heatedly debating the
merits (Dick's position) or folly (my position) of the invasion of Grenada. When it appeared that neither of us was about to
change our view, we switched the topic to Italian cuisine. From then on l referred to this as our Marines to Marinara cab
ride. What a fine man Richard was!
Cheryl Gould
When I started as an NBC correspondent at the Pentagon, Dick gave me some very sage advice: improve your on camera look,
get some better clothes, especially better ties. Dick was always a snappy dre ser.
John Cochran
Valeriani was a triple threat. He was a great correspondent, a terrific cook and a good tennis player. He was not so great at
handicapping horse races, but then again neither was I. I was lucky enough to find some videos of Dick's reporting of early
civil rights demonstrations which I showed to my journalism classes every semester at Monmouth College. I never got tired of
showing those reports. He was one of the very best.
Joe Angotti
I have many memories of Dick and the one that pops up first is his outstanding coverage of the civil rights movement with its
many challenges. He was the kind of correspondent who set the pace and standard for those like me trying to come close to his
talent. So very sorry to learn of his passing.
Mark Landsman

These tributes have touched me the most. First and foremost Dick thought of himself as a reporter.
NBC was his home. He would be so pleased that his colleagues respected him. Thank you very
much. My grandchildren will have these to remember their Pop.
Kathie Valeriani
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Senator John McCain

Senator John McCain died on August 25th at the age of 81 after a battle with brain cancer. He appeared on
Meet the Press 73 times over the course ofhis career, more than any other guest in the show's history.
Political friends and those who covered him closely joined the show on August 26th to discuss the Republican's
legacy.
A constant presence in the halls of Congress, McCain was remembered by journalists as approachable and thought
ful. "The guy wasn't a snob," Meet the Press host Chuck Todd said Sunday, who added that to many political report
ers, McCain was the "first person to acknowledge them on Capitol Hill, to take them seriously as a reporter."
McCain's first appearance as a guest on Meet the Press came on January 17th, 1988, a bit more than a year after his
1986 election to the Senate.
Over the years, he was a regular fixture on the show, filling his appearances with his patented "straight talk" and
aphorisms.
RIP Senator McCain
-©NBC News
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Magic Moment Abroad

On a recent visit to Edinburgh we looked up on our way to dinner and discovered
we were standing on the corner of Charlotte Lane and Randolph Place.
I say! What are the odds of that?
Charlotte and Randy Wands
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Mary Casalino has been Tom Brokaw's Assistant
since 2000 and a good friend to Peacock North.
Faith Daniels joined NBC in June 1990 as the news anchor for Today
and became anchor of NBC News at Sunrise.
In 1991, she became the first journalist to host her own national daily talk show,
A Closer Look. In 1993 she joined Dateline NBC where she worked until 1995.
Faith is now a self-employed Freelance Journalist and Media Consultant.
Shauna Alami Williams was at NBC News from 1982 to 2007.
She started as a Correspondent and then Field Producer in the Miami Bureau.
Next to the Today Show as a Writer-Producer.
Then Broadcast Producer for Weekend NN and Specials. Filled in as a Domestic
Producer at NN. Last was a Field Producer for the NY Bureau. Filled in as
Bureau Chief, worked as Coordinating Producer and live reporter for MSNBC!

